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abstract: A number of studies have shown that an association with

mycorrhizal fungi can alter the outcome of interactions between

plants and their enemies. While the directions of these effects vary,

their strength suggests the need for greater attention to multispecies

interactions among plant enemies, plants, and mycorrhizal fungi. We

recognize that mycorrhizal fungi could effect plant enemies by im-

proving plant nutrition, modifying plant tolerance, or modifying

plant defenses. In addition, mycorrhizal fungi could directly interfere

with pathogen infection, herbivory, or parasitism by occupying root

space. We formalize these alternative outcomes of multispecies in-

teractions and explore the long-term dynamics of the plant-enemy

interactions based on these different scenarios using a general model

of interactions between plants and plant enemies. We then review

the literature in terms of the assumptions of the alternative mech-

anisms and the predictions of these models. Through this effort, we

identify new directions in the study of tritrophic interactions between

enemies, plants, and soil mutualists.

Keywords: mycorrhizal fungi, multitrophic interactions, plant de-

fense, tolerance, plant enemy, mathematical model.

Species interacting within communities form a complex

web of associations. As ecologists, we often reduce this

complexity by studying pairwise interactions between spe-

cies. For example, extensive work has focused on inter-
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actions between plants and herbivores, while a separate,

large body of work exists on the interactions between

plants and mutualistic mycorrhizal fungi. It is possible that

the dynamics of a more complicated community involving

both antagonistic and mutualistic interactions could be

resolved by combining the results from studies of pairwise

interactions. However, if pairwise interactions are modi-

fied by a third species, then a simple combination ap-

proach will not accurately portray the dynamics of more

complex communities (Wootton 1994; McPeek and Miller

1996; Miller and Travis 1996). Recently, a number of stud-

ies have shown that an association with mycorrhizal fungi

can change the outcome of interactions between plants

and their enemies (reviewed in Borowicz 2001; Gange and

Brown 2002; Gehring and Whitham 2002). Results have

varied, suggesting that mycorrhizal fungi can alternately

benefit the plant or the plant enemy. In addition, mycor-

rhizal fungi could directly interfere with infection by path-

ogens, with herbivory, or with parasitism by nematodes

and other plants, either chemically or by occupying root

space. Here, we delineate potential mechanisms through

which mycorrhizal fungi may affect plant enemies, and we

explore implications of these different scenarios for the

long-term dynamics of the plant-enemy interactions.

Pairwise Plant–Plant Enemy Interactions

Numerous enemies besiege plants of every habitat and

growth form. Within the class Insecta alone, an estimated

361,000 species feed on a wide variety of plants (Strong

et al. 1984); bacterial and fungal pathogens attack both

plant shoots and roots; and plant, nematode, and insect

parasites suck nutrients out of their host plants. Plants

have developed a wide array of mechanisms for defending

against plant enemies, and these defenses can be grouped

into three categories: tolerance, constitutive resistance, and

induced resistance. Plants can exhibit all three strategies

at various stages of enemy attack. Tolerance refers to a

plant’s ability to vegetatively or reproductively overcome

damage by herbivores (Strauss and Agrawal 1999). Some
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plants may be able to overcompensate for damage by pro-

ducing a larger biomass or greater number of seeds (Paige

and Whitham 1987). We define constitutive resistance as

any mechanism the plant employs before any herbivore

attack occurs that results in reduced damage by herbivores.

Induced resistance is the ability of a plant to develop-

mentally change after receiving herbivore damage that re-

sults in reduced future damage by herbivores (Karban and

Baldwin 1997). For example, plants may produce new

thorns or thicker leaves (Kudo 1996) or upregulate the

production of defensive chemicals (Baldwin 1994).

Pairwise Plant–Mycorrhizal Fungi Interactions

Mycorrhizal fungi form symbiotic associations with plants

that can often be mutually beneficial to both plant and

fungus. Association with mycorrhizal fungi can increase

plant access to scarce or immobile soil minerals, partic-

ularly phosphorus (for arbuscular mycorrhizal [AM]

fungi) and nitrogen (for ectomycorrhizal and ericoid my-

corrhizal fungi), thereby increasing plant growth rates

(Smith and Read 1997). In return, the fungus derives de-

pendent carbohydrates from the plant—some fungi cannot

grow without a suitable host plant. Plant–mycorrhizal

fungi interactions span a continuum from mutualism to

parasitism, however. For example, in environments high

in soil nutrients, the fungus may parasitize the plant (John-

son et al. 1997). In addition, numerous studies have shown

that individual species of AM fungi differ in their ability

to promote plant growth and that growth enhancement

can depend on the particular matching of plant and fungal

species (Van der Heijden et al. 1998; Bever 2002; Kliro-

nomos 2003). Here, we primarily focus on mycorrhizal

associates that provide a measurable benefit to their host.

We develop a novel framework for classifying interac-

tions among plants, plant enemies, and mycorrhizal fungi.

Numerous articles have documented mycorrhizal medi-

ated plant responses to soil pathogens (Borowicz 2001)

and belowground herbivores (Gange and Brown 2002).

However, fewer articles have focused on aboveground her-

bivores (Gehring and Whitham 2002), and very few ar-

ticles have addressed aboveground parasites (Sanders et al.

1993) or other kinds of plant enemies. Prior research sug-

gests several possible outcomes of the three-way interac-

tion among plants, plant enemies, and mycorrhizal fungi,

and these outcomes may be generated by different mech-

anisms. For example, Gange and his collaborators have

shown in Plantago lanceolata that fungal colonization re-

duces herbivore damage (Gange and West 1994). On the

other hand, Gehring and Whitham’s group has shown that

despite a negative effect of herbivory by scale insects on

ectomycorrhizal colonization, there was no effect of ec-

tomycorrhizal colonization on the level of plant damage

or scale insect mortality (although scale insect growth rate

was not measured; Gehring et al. 1997). Other work has

demonstrated the potential for mycorrhizal fungi to di-

rectly interfere with attack by root pathogens (Newsham

et al. 1995; Borowicz 2001).

Specifically, we address the following questions. First,

through what mechanisms may mycorrhizal fungi alter the

outcomes of interactions between plants and plant ene-

mies? We explore both direct (e.g., occupation of root

space) and indirect (e.g., changes in plant nutritional value,

tolerance, or defense) pathways, and we review the current

literature in the context of this framework. Second, how

do mycorrhizal fungi influence the long-term dynamics of

plant–plant enemy interactions? We use simple modifi-

cations of the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey equations to

identify qualitatively different dynamical implications of

each mechanism.

Potential Mechanisms

We begin by assuming that plants derive nutritional benefit

from an association with mycorrhizal fungi. We then dif-

ferentiate one direct and four indirect pathways through

which the improvement in plant nutrition could alter the

interaction between plants and their enemies.

Increase in Available Plant Quantity

It is possible that through improved plant nutrition, my-

corrhizal fungi increase the quantity of the plant enemy’s

food with no change in plant quality. A change in food

quantity could occur through increased growth or in-

creased plant nutrient status, and we refer to this change

as the “nutritional quantity hypothesis” and depict it in

figure 1a. We would expect to see the nutritional quantity

hypothesis acting in cases where no indirect interactions

occur, and simply combining the outcomes of pairwise

interactions predicts the outcome of multitrophic

interactions.

Increase in Plant Nutritive Value

Alternatively, an increase in food quality could occur

through changes in plant nutritional content (as proposed

by Gange 2005) or a decrease in the concentration of plant

defenses in plant tissues, and we refer to this change as

the “nutritional food quality hypothesis.” This increase in

food quantity or quality may translate directly to an in-

crease in enemy performance, and it is depicted in figure

1b.
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Figure 1: Representations of the five ways in which mycorrhizal fungi

could alter interactions between plants and their enemies. Each organism

in the multilevel interactions described is represented by a circle, and

the arrows in the diagrams represent the flow of energy or resources

between the organisms. The sign next to the arrow represents the benefit

of the interaction. For example, a plus sign represents a benefit conferred

to the organisms. Additional arrows represent indirect modifications of

the initial interaction. a, Nutritional quantity hypothesis. Arbuscular my-

corrhizal fungi improve plant growth, leading to an advantage for the

enemy. There are no indirect interactions occurring in this scenario. b,

Nutritional quality hypothesis. Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi improve

plant nutritional quality, leading to an advantage for the enemy. In this

case, mycorrhizal fungi indirectly alter the relationship between the plant

and the enemy, as indicated by the additional arrow. c, Modification of

tolerance hypothesis. Mycorrhizal fungi increase the tolerance of the plant

to the enemy, thereby increasing plant fitness. In this case, mycorrhizal

fungi indirectly alter the relationship between the plant and the enemy,

as indicated by the additional arrow. d, Modification of defense hypoth-

esis. A disproportionate change in chemical or physical defenses occurs

due to the association between the plant and arbuscular mycorrhizal

fungi, leading to decreased enemy fitness. In this case, mycorrhizal fungi

indirectly alter the relationship between the plant and the enemy, as

indicated by the additional arrows. e, Interference hypothesis: arbuscular

mycorrhizal fungi directly interfere with the ability of an enemy to attack

a plant. There are no indirect interactions occurring in this scenario

because mycorrhizal fungi are directly interacting with the plant enemy.

Increase in Plant Tolerance

Alternatively, under the “modification of tolerance hy-

pothesis,” a plant associating with mycorrhizal fungi ex-

periences increased tolerance (fig. 1c). In this scenario,

although mycorrhizal fungi may or may not contribute to

plant growth in the absence of plant enemies, they do

contribute to plant growth following damage by plant en-

emies. Such a response would occur if mycorrhizal fungi

indirectly alter plant storage patterns, thereby allowing

plants to overcome tissue loss after enemy attack (Boro-

wicz 1997; Kula et al. 2005). One can imagine that an

increase in plant tolerance might effect herbivores with

varying life cycles differently. If the plant responds to dam-

age by regrowth of lost vegetative tissue, then herbivores

would benefit in the short term through the replacement

of lost tissue. However, if the plant responds to damage

by growth of reproductive tissue, then herbivore offspring

are more likely to benefit.

Increase in Plant Defense

It is also possible that the improvement in plant nutrition

allows plants to disproportionately increase allocation to

enemy defense, that is, to increase defense per unit of plant

tissue (Rabin and Pacovsky 1985; Gehring et al. 1997;

Wurst et al. 2004). Under the “modification of defense

hypothesis,” association with mycorrhizal fungi could de-

crease the performance of plant enemies (fig. 1d).

Interference as Defense

The effect of mycorrhizal fungi on plant enemies may not

be mediated through plant physiology but rather may re-

sult from direct interactions between mycorrhizal fungi

and plant enemies. Researchers in agriculture have long

known that mycorrhizal fungi decrease damage by root

pathogens and nematodes (reviewed in Borowicz 2001).

In the interference hypothesis (fig. 1e), mycorrhizal fungi

directly interfere with plant enemies by inhibiting enemies

from attacking the host. This interference is most likely

to occur in plant roots, where mycorrhizal fungi may di-

rectly interfere chemically with plant enemies or occupy

“root space” that might otherwise be occupied by plant

enemies such as root pathogens or nematodes.

These four hypotheses represent extreme possibilities

but are not mutually exclusive because plants can respond

through multiple pathways to a single interaction with

mycorrhizal fungi. However, it is possible that trade-offs

exist in a plant’s allocation of resources among growth,

tolerance, and defense such that a plant’s ability to allocate

more resources to one of the three strategies means that

resources cannot be allocated to other strategies. We can

represent this trade-off as a plane positioned in three di-

mensions that constrains possible phenotypes (fig. 2). This

type of trade-off has been an implicit assumption in many

of the discussions of plant defense theories (such as the

optimal defense hypothesis [Rhoades 1979], the growth

rate hypothesis [Coley et al. 1985], and the growth-

differentiation balance hypothesis [Loomis 1932; Loomis

1953]) and has been empirically supported in several stud-
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Figure 2: Trade-off between growth, tolerance, and defense. Growth,

tolerance, and defense are graphed as three axes. Without mycorrhizae,

movement toward one of the three variables causes a reduction in the

other two variables such that plant phenotypes are constrained to the

graphed trade-off plane. However, mycorrhizae allow movement off the

trade-off plane such that a plant can increase allocation in multiple di-

mensions at once.

ies (Fineblum and Rausher 1995; Stowe 1998; Fornoni et

al. 2003; Prittinen et al. 2003; Strauss et al. 2003; but see

Mole 1994; Karban and Baldwin 1997). Plants associated

with mycorrhizal fungi can use the additional resources

to step off this trade-off plane described within many plant

defense hypotheses and increase allocation to one or more

axes (growth, defense, or tolerance) without decreasing

allocation to any of the other axes (fig. 2).

Different plant species are likely to respond differently

to mycorrhizal infection as well as plant damage, and a

number of plant-defense hypotheses provide guidance for

understanding how this might occur. The two most ap-

plicable hypotheses are the “carbon-nutrient balance hy-

pothesis” and the “growth-differentiation balance hypoth-

esis.” Both of these hypotheses suggest that plant allocation

to defense, or other non-growth-related functions, is de-

pendent on the ratio of nutrients (particularly nitrogen)

to carbon available for plants. In particular, whenever nu-

trients are limiting, plants are likely to allocate resources

to defense or non-growth-related differentiation. The

growth-differentiation balance hypothesis also accounts

for the possibility that nutrient limitations may also limit

photosynthesis, and such a case leads to a moderate level

of differentiation and a reduction in the growth rate. Ar-

buscular mycorrhizal fungi act as a carbon and nitrogen

sink for plants (Smith and Read 1997; Miller et al. 2002);

however, they also increase plant photosynthetic rate while

increasing plant uptake of nutrients. As a result, they can

influence the carbon-to-nutrient ratio in a variety of ways.

For example, if increased plant photosynthetic rate com-

pensates for the carbon sink created by mycorrhizae, then

mycorrhizae are likely to alter the carbon-to-nutrient ratio

in favor of carbon and thus in favor of growth. However,

if plant photosynthetic rate does not compensate for the

carbon sink created by mycorrhizae, the carbon-to-nutri-

ent ratio would shift in favor of nutrients leading to an

increase in differentiation. Similar scenarios could be

imagined for fluctuations in nitrogen within plants asso-

ciated with mycorrhizal fungi as well. Therefore, we might

expect that, depending on their allocation to mycorrhizal

fungi, different plant species are likely to vary in growth,

resistance, and tolerance. While it is possible for simul-

taneous movement in multiple directions along the trade-

off plane due to an association with mycorrhizal fungi, we

discuss the three axes (growth, tolerance, and defense)

separately in order to fully explore the consequences of

the hypotheses outlined above.

Mycorrhizal Modification of Plant-Enemy Dynamics

A Simple Model

The different ways in which mycorrhizal fungi can alter

interactions between plants and plant enemies will have

distinct consequences for the long-term dynamics of the

plant–plant enemy interaction. We illustrate these con-

sequences by developing a framework for the interaction

between plants and plant enemies analogous to the Lotka-

Volterra equations used to predict consumer-producer dy-

namics (Rosenzweig and MacArthur 1963; Harrison

1995). This general approach has been useful for describ-

ing general features of plant-herbivore dynamics (Rosen-

zweig and MacArthur 1963; Caughley 1976; Crawley 1983;

Yodzis 1989; Harrison 1995; van de Koppel et al. 1996;

Vos et al. 2004). In particular, we assume that increases

in plant biomass are limited by the total amount of bio-

mass that can be produced (logistic growth with a carrying

capacity, K) and by plant consumption by a plant enemy.

We also assume that enemy consumption of plants is lim-

ited by the time needed to find, consume, and digest a

plant, generating a saturating (Type II) functional re-

sponse. Plant enemy growth rates are assumed to be only

limited by the availability of plant biomass.

With these major assumptions, we can represent the

instantaneous rate of change in plant biomass as adP/dt

function of plant biomass (P) and plant enemy population

size (E) with the following equation:

dP P fP
p rP 1 � � 1 � g E, (1)( ) ( )( )dt K B � P
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Figure 3: To understand how mycorrhizal fungi might alter the long-term dynamics of plant-herbivore interactions, we modified the Lotka-Volterra

predator-prey equations to reflect plant-herbivore dynamics. We then graphed the isoclines of these equations, and they are illustrated. In a, we see

the plant isocline, a parabola of equation (3) in which , , , , and . Below the plant isocline, plant biomassK p 200 B p 40 C p 0.05 t p 0 f p 0.5

increases, as indicated by the arrow, and above the plant isocline, plant biomass decreases, as indicated by the arrow. In b, we see the enemy isocline,

a straight line of equation (4) in which , , , and . To the left of the enemy isocline, enemy numbers decrease, andd p 0.02 B p 40 C p 0.05 f p 0.5

to the right of the line, enemy numbers increase, as indicated by the arrows. In c, we see the plant and enemy isoclines on the same graph. Probability

suggests that the enemy isocline is more likely to intersect the plant isocline on the right half of the peak ( ), and thus we begin in this[K � B]/2

configuration. The combination of plant and herbivore isoclines results in dampening population cycles (as suggested by the dampening spiral) of

both plant enemy and plants leading to an equilibrial plant biomass production of and an equilibrial enemy population size of , indicated byˆ ˆP E

the intersection of the two isoclines. The straight arrows are the combination of arrows from the plant isocline (a) and the enemy isocline (b).

where r is defined as the intrinsic rate of biomass pro-

duction of the plant, K is the maximum sustainable plant

biomass in the absence of the enemy, f is the maximum

feeding rate of the enemy on the plant, B is the “half

saturation constant” or the biomass of the plant at which

the enemy feeding rate is half-maximal, and g is the relative

tolerance of the plant to enemy attack. The first half of

equation (1) represents biomass production of the plant,

and the second half represents biomass loss to the enemy.

The expression in the second term represents(fP/B � P)

the saturating functional response of the enemy.

Population growth of the enemy is directly de-(dE/dt)

pendent on the biomass of the plant as represented by

dE CfPE
p � dE, (2)

dt B � P

where C represents the “conversion efficiency” or the rate

at which the enemy converts plant biomass into enemy

offspring and d represents the per capita enemy death rate.

The first term represents the birth rate of the enemy, which

is a function of the plant biomass consumption, and the

second term represents the death rate of the enemy, which

is assumed to be density independent.

With the formalization of the plant-enemy interaction

in equations (1) and (2), we can infer long-term dynamics

(Edelstein-Keshet 1988; Yodzis 1989). The long-term dy-

namics of this model can be visually represented in a

phase-plane diagram in which the direction of change over

time is represented as arrows (fig. 3). The lines of zero

growth can be derived by setting equations (1) and (2),

respectively, to 0 and solving for the relationship between

the two state variables E and P. The isocline of equation

(1) is a parabola of the equation

P
r 1 � (B � P)( )K

E p . (3)
(1 � g)f

Thus, initially, the rate of biomass production increases

until it reaches a maximal rate (the peak of the isocline

defined as ) after which the rate of biomass pro-K � B/2

duction decreases to K. The isocline of equation (2) is a

straight line of the equation:

dB
P̂ p . (4)

Cf � d

Thus, the intersection of these two lines ( ), found byÊ

substituting for P in the plant isocline, is given by theP̂

following equation:

dB dB
r B � 1 �( )[ ]Cf�d K(d�Cf )

Ê p . (5)
f(1 � g)

Plant consumption by an enemy can reduce the equi-

librium plant biomass below its maximum (K), when the
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enemy zero-growth line ( ) is less than maximum pro-P̂

duction of plant biomass (K ). If is greater than K, thenP̂

the enemy population will become extinct, and the plant

population will increase to maximum biomass production.

When the enemy limits equilibrial plant biomass, then the

abundance of the plant and plant enemy can oscillate

around the equilibrium. The nature of these oscillations

and the local stability of the equilibrium depend on the

location of the intersection of the plant and plant enemy

zero-growth isoclines (fig. 3). If the isoclines intersect to

the right of the peak in the plant isocline ([K � B]/2 1

, the oscillations will dampen over time and the equi-P̂)

librium will be stable. However, if the isoclines intersect

to the left of the plant isocline peak , theˆ([K � B]/2 1 P)

oscillations will increase over time, and the equilibrium

will be locally unstable.

Qualitative Dynamics of the Model

With this framework, we can make inferences about the

expected influence of mycorrhizal fungi on qualitative dy-

namics by manipulating appropriate parameters. If we as-

sume that the plant enemies depend on the host plant for

their entire diet and that plant enemies limit total plant

biomass, then simply modifying appropriate parameters

associated with each hypothesis suggests possible long-

term dynamics of the hypothesis. Under the nutritional

quantity hypothesis, mycorrhizal fungi can increase plant

access to soil nutrients, thereby increasing the total bio-

mass (K) that plants can sustain. If no other parameters

are affected, the plant biomass isocline will increase and

the peak ( ) will shift to the right (fig. 4a). Sur-[K � B]/2

prisingly, when plant mass is limited by the interaction

with the enemy, the equilibrium plant population size will

not change, while the equilibrium population size of the

plant enemy will increase.

In addition to an increase in the carrying capacity, it is

also possible that the nutritional quality of the plant may

increase through a decrease in defensive chemicals or an

increase in nutrient content within plant tissues when as-

sociated with mycorrhizal fungi, as described by the nu-

tritional quality hypothesis (fig. 4b), and this would result

in an increase in the efficiency of conversion of plant mass

to enemy reproduction (C). This increase in conversion

efficiency would cause a shift in the enemy isocline to the

left, resulting in a decrease in plant biomass at equilibrium,

a probable increase in enemy biomass at equilibrium (de-

pending on the size of the shift and initial starting con-

ditions), and a reduction in the overall stability of the

plant-enemy interaction.

If tolerance (g) is increased by mycorrhizal fungi (fig.

4c), neither the location of the peak of the plant isocline

nor the location of the enemy isocline are affected; how-

ever, there is change in the overall shape of the plant

isocline resulting in an increase in . As a result, an as-Ê

sociation with mycorrhizal fungi leads to an increased

equilibrium enemy population size ( ) but no change inÊ

the equilibrium plant biomass. We expect no change in

the long-term stability of the plant-enemy interaction.

Thus under both the nutritional hypotheses and modifi-

cation of tolerance hypothesis, the improvement in plant

nutrition due to mycorrhizal fungi is fully translated into

increased population size of the plant enemy and does not

result in increased plant population size at equilibrium.

If mycorrhizal fungi lead to an increase in plant defense

(fig. 4d), then the ability of the enemy to convert plant

biomass into enemy biomass (the conversion efficiency C)

would decrease because an increase in defensive chemicals

might slow herbivore development time. We might also

expect an increase in the half-saturation constant (B) be-

cause both chemical and mechanical defenses could slow

enemy feeding or colonization time. Both a decrease in

the conversion efficiency and an increase in the half sat-

uration constant would lead to an increase in equilibrium

plant biomass and a decrease in the equilibrium popula-

tion size of the plant enemy. These changes would shift

the enemy isocline to the right, potentially leading to a

dampening of oscillations around the equilibrial plant and

enemy population size. However, if the plant enemy iso-

cline moves far enough to the right (thus exceeding max-

imum plant biomass), the enemy population will crash

and the plant population will no longer be limited by

enemy consumption. Mycorrhizal fungi would probably

have qualitatively similar impacts on the interaction be-

tween plants and plant enemies under the interference

hypothesis because direct interference would also be ex-

pected to decrease enemy feeding rate.

Assumptions and Limitations

As with any generalized model, there are limitations to the

theory presented in this article. For example, our discus-

sion assumes that the enemy is able to limit the size of

the plant population and that enemy consumption occurs

simultaneously with density dependence in the plant pop-

ulation. However, if enemy consumption occurs early in

the plant life history and is followed by density-dependent

mortality, a decrease in plant biomass could lead to a

decrease in intraspecific competition allowing for the pos-

sibility that unattacked individuals in the population can

make up for the reduced fitness of attacked individuals.

Several studies have shown such population-level com-

pensation to enemy attack (Crawley 1988; Crawley 1997;

Ditommaso and Watson 1997; Alexander and Mihail

2000). Relaxation of the assumption of simultaneous en-
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Figure 4: To illustrate the influence of the five hypotheses on plant enemy dynamics, we show the expected alterations from the initial combination

of plant and enemy isoclines depicted in figure 3. The initial plant and enemy isoclines from figure 3 are represented as gray lines when they differ

from the expected alterations. The original intersection of the plant and enemy isoclines are represented by and . a, If the carrying capacityˆ ˆP Eo o

increases, as predicted by the nutritional food quantity hypothesis, then the peak of the plant isocline will shift to the right, but the herbivore

isocline will not move. The equilibrium enemy density will increase to , but the equilibrium plant density will not change. In this set of isoclines,ÊN#

plant carrying capacity (K) increased from 200 (Ko) to 300 (KN#). b, If there is an increase in the efficiency of conversion of plant mass to enemy

reproduction (C), as suggested by the nutritional food quality hypothesis, then enemy biomass may increase (if the increase in C is not too great,

as denoted by ), but plant biomass will decrease (as denoted by ). In our example, C increases from 0.053 to 0.070. c, If tolerance of theˆ ˆE PNQ NQ

plant increases, then the equilibrial herbivore density will increase (as denoted by ), but the plant biomass will not change. In our example, tÊT

increases from 0 to 0.25. d, Alternatively, if there is an increase in herbivore development and feeding rates, as expected with an increase in defense

or direct interference, then the enemy isocline will move to the right, which will increase the equilibrium plant density (as denoted by ), decreaseP̂D

the equilibrial enemy population size ( ), and increase the stability of the interaction. In our example, C decreases from 0.053 to 0.05.ÊD

emy consumption and density dependence could alter the

predicted dynamics.

We assume that the plant enemy solely consumes the

target plant population. This will be the case for specialist

plant enemies but is unlikely to hold true for complete

generalists such as ungulates. Rather, the equilibrium den-

sities of the ungulates will probably be a function of the

entire plant community rather than a particular plant pop-

ulation. We therefore focus our discussion on herbivores

and plant pathogens whose densities are more likely to be

responsive to changes in mass of a given plant population.

We also assume that the enemy population is limited

by the availability of this resource. If enemy population

size is limited by higher trophic levels, then the predicted

equilibrium population sizes could be strongly affected.

The potential impacts of mycorrhizal fungi on these higher

trophic-level interactions is an interesting subject of in-

vestigation (Gange et al. 2003; Guerrieri et al. 2004). Re-

search has suggested that an association with mycorrhizal

fungi might alter parasitoid behavior through changes in

plant size (that affect search efficiency; Gange et al. 2003)

or changes in the release of volatiles attractive to parasit-
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oids (Guerrieri et al. 2004). Simple alterations of parasitoid

behavior, for example, are likely to change the simple pre-

dicted outcome between plants and plant enemies ex-

amined in this model.

In this theory, we have assumed that mycorrhizal fungi

are beneficial to plant growth. The net benefits of my-

corrhizal fungi to plants, however, depends on many abi-

otic and biotic factors. When the costs of the fungi out-

weigh the benefits, the fungi will be pathogenic. We note

however that such pathogenic fungi could alter plant mass,

food quality, tolerance to herbivory, and plant defenses.

Therefore, the general approach taken here could also be

used to investigate the qualitative dynamic of plant-path-

ogen-herbivore interactions.

Discussion

The theory developed in this article shows how potential

mechanisms for mycorrhizal effects on plant growth, tol-

erance, or enemy defense can have qualitatively different

influences on long-term dynamics between plants and

plant enemies (see above). Under the nutritional quality,

nutritional quantity, and modification of tolerance hy-

potheses, despite the potential for increases in growth or

nutritional quality of individual plants, mycorrhizal fungi

are not expected to increase plant biomass at equilibrium.

Instead, the higher plant growth conferred by mycorrhizal

fungi results in equilibrial increases in enemy biomass. In

contrast, under the modification of defense and interfer-

ence hypotheses, association with mycorrhizal fungi causes

plant biomass at equilibrium to increase while enemy bio-

mass at equilibrium decreases. There is evidence for the

assumptions and predictions of each of these mechanisms

(see table A1 in the online edition of the American Nat-

uralist). However, at present, we do not have enough in-

formation to generalize about the conditions in which we

are likely to see these different mechanisms. First, it is

possible that multiple mechanisms may be acting at once,

but there are also a number of factors that might shift a

plant response, and thus potential enemy population

growth rates, such as type of herbivore, type of mycorrhizal

symbiont, plant successional status, and abiotic factors, to

name a few.

Multiple Mechanisms of Plant Response

Mycorrhizal fungi can affect the interactions between

plants and plant enemies in multiple ways simultaneously.

While a trade-off in resource allocation can constrain the

magnitude of plant response, mycorrhizal fungi could both

increase plant mass (and therefore available food) and

decrease food quality or increase allocation to both growth

and storage (combining effects of increased growth rates

and tolerance). It is also possible that mycorrhizal fungi

could increase plant defenses against root pathogens while

simultaneously directly interfering with root infection by

that pathogen. For example, in a split root experiment

conducted by Pozo et al. (2002), pathogens in the non-

mycorrhizal half of pots still experienced a decrease in

fitness despite the lack of mycorrhizal fungi occupying root

space. It is also possible that mycorrhizal fungi will alter

the interaction between a plant and one enemy in one

way and the interaction between the same plant and a

different enemy in a qualitatively different way.

Type of Plant Enemy

Varied plant responses to a variety of enemies seem par-

ticularly likely given that plant enemies differ in their sus-

ceptibility to plant defenses. Parasites and specialist her-

bivores, for example, are probably able to circumvent the

defenses of their host plant and remain undetected (van

der Meijden 1996; Manninen 1999). As a result, these

enemies would likely benefit from a host plant’s associa-

tion with mycorrhizal fungi even if it does result in an

increase in secondary chemicals. Alan Gange and collab-

orators (Gange et al. 2002a) surveyed the flora of the

United Kingdom and found a positive correlation between

mycorrhizal status and the number of specialist herbivores

feeding on that plant family. Indeed, specialist herbivores

have often been shown to increase in fitness due to an

association with mycorrhizal fungi in a number of studies

(Rabin and Pacovsky 1985; Sanders et al. 1993; Gange and

West 1994; Borowicz 1997; Gange et al. 2002a). Parasitic

plants might also be expected to benefit by feeding on

hosts with a mycorrhizal association because they often

directly tap into the xylem or phloem of a host plant,

thereby avoiding plant defenses. Only one study has ex-

amined aboveground plant parasites, and it found that

mycorrhizal fungi did increase the biomass of the parasitic

plant Dodder (Sanders et al. 1993). Generalist herbivores

may be more susceptible to plant secondary chemicals (van

der Meijden 1996; Manninen 1999) and therefore may be

more negatively impacted by the same plant’s association

with mycorrhizal fungi, although this has never been di-

rectly tested. Gange et al. (2002a) tested for the dichotomy

between specialist and generalist herbivores in three species

of Lamiaceae and found that specialist herbivores in his

system were more positively affected by association with

mycorrhizal fungi than were generalist herbivores on these

same hosts. Root pathogens also tend to respond in a

similar manner to generalist herbivores in the presence of

mycorrhizae. In a meta-analysis, Borowicz (2001) showed

that, depending on the timing of infection, mycorrhizae

tend to decrease pathogen growth rates. Thus, even if an

aphid and a pathogen attack at the same moment in time,
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they may be affected in qualitatively different manners by

the plant’s association with mycorrhizal fungi.

Type of Mycorrhizal Fungi

There are several types of mycorrhizal fungi, all of which

vary in the type and ratio of soil nutrients they access. All

of the research on multitrophic interactions involving my-

corrhizal fungi has focused on two of these types: arbus-

cular mycorrhizal fungi and ectomycorrhizal fungi. Ec-

tomycorrhizae are considered more important in nitrogen

uptake, and thus they might prove more important for

plant defenses that contain nitrogen or require nitrogen

for synthesis. Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi play a greater

role in phosphorous uptake, and thus they might be

thought to contribute to plant nutrition more than defense

because phosphorous is not considered as essential for

defense or synthesis of defensive compounds. However, at

present the literature (as cited above) does not reveal a

definite pattern between the two types of fungi. As a result,

more research is needed to determine whether a pattern

between fungal types exists.

Plant Successional Status

Our model predicts that plant allocation of the benefits

derived from mycorrhizal fungi to growth or tolerance will

lead to greater enemy fitness when enemy population is

low, but not when the enemy reaches equilibrium popu-

lation size. Conversely, plant allocation of the benefits de-

rived from mycorrhizal fungi to defense may not lead to

greater plant fitness when enemy population size is low

but will lead to a greater realized fitness as enemy pop-

ulations approach their equilibrium levels. From these pre-

dicted trade-offs in the two allocation strategies, we can

expect a correlation between the plant allocation of my-

corrhizal benefits and plant life history. In particular,

short-lived, early-successional species that rapidly colonize

areas after disturbance only to be subsequently excluded

by stronger competitors may be unlikely to experience

equilibrium densities of herbivores and would maximize

their fitness by allocation of the benefits from mycorrhizal

fungi to increased growth (either increasing K or t) rather

than defense. On the other hand, long-lived and late-

successional plant species remain in one place for long

periods of time and therefore cannot escape the effects of

plant enemies by dispersing to new locations. As a result

they would be more likely to live through multiple enemy

generations and experience equilibrium. Thus, we might

expect that long-lived and late-successional species would

maximize their fitness by allocation of the benefits derived

from mycorrhizal fungi to increased defense (increasing B

and/or C).

If these predictions hold true, then we ought to see more

annuals falling within the nutritional and tolerance hy-

potheses and more perennials falling within the modifi-

cation of defense hypothesis. A cursory examination of

the literature provides support for these predictions. In all

of the annual species examined—Plantago lanceolata

(Gange et al. 1999, 2002b), soybean (Borowicz 1997), and

Abutilon theophrasti (Sanders et al. 1993)—herbivore fit-

ness increased on host plants associated with mycorrhizal

fungi as predicted by the nutritional hypotheses. However,

additional studies with two of these species—Plantago lan-

ceolata (Gange and West 1994) and soybean (Rabin and

Pacovsky 1985)—demonstrated a decline in herbivore fit-

ness on host plants associated with mycorrhizal fungi, sug-

gesting a need for further study. Studies found that in five

out of nine perennial species examined—cottonwood

(Gehring and Whitham 2002), Scots pine (Manninen et

al. 1998, 1999, 2000), Cirsium arvense (Gange and Nice

1997), oak (Rieske 2001), and perennial rye grass (Vicari

et al. 2002)—herbivore fitness declined on host plants as-

sociated with mycorrhizal fungi. However, in two out of

five of these species—cottonwood (Gehring and Whitham

2002) and Scots pine (Manninen et al. 1999, 2000)—dif-

ferent herbivores also saw an increase in fitness when feed-

ing on mycorrhizal hosts. While these patterns are con-

sistent with the expectations, more studies are needed

before the predictions can be properly tested.

Abiotic Factors

Abiotic factors play a role in many interactions, and so it

would not be surprising that abiotic factors such as water

limitation or nutrient gradients might alter the outcome

of multitrophic interactions involving mycorrhizae, plants,

and plant enemies. Two studies involving arbuscular my-

corrhizal fungi have included fertility gradients of phos-

phorous, and both showed that defense-related responses

decreased in plants associated with mycorrhizal fungi as

soil phosphorous concentrations increased (Borowicz

1997; Gange et al. 1999). Both studies suggest that envi-

ronmental factors are likely to play a role in how plants

respond to plant enemies in the presence of mycorrhizal

fungi and that more studies examining nutrient gradients

and other abiotic factors in the context of multitrophic

interactions are needed.

Conclusion

One goal of ecological research is to dissect interactions

within communities in order to predict when those in-

teractions might change. Complex communities are dif-

ficult to break down, so we often approach them from the

simplest perspective possible: pairwise interactions. In
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some systems, simply combining the separate effects of

mycorrhizae, plants, and plant enemies will be adequate

where mycorrhizal effects are mediated primarily by plant

mass (as in the case of the nutritional quality hypothesis).

All of the other mechanisms proposed in this article sug-

gest that a simple combination of pairwise interactions

would fail to predict the outcome of multitrophic inter-

actions involving mycorrhizae, plants, and herbivores.

The hypotheses identified in this article contrast qual-

itatively different ways in which mutualistic association

with mycorrhizal fungi can affect antagonistic interactions

between plants and plant enemies. In addition, the theory

we developed provides a qualitative prediction of the long-

term implications of the different mechanisms we identify.

Perhaps most surprisingly, we find that in the absence of

an increased allocation to defense, an increase in nutri-

tional resources due to association with mycorrhizal fungi

will not increase plant population size at equilibrium when

plants are regulated by plant enemies. We find evidence

supporting the operation of most of the mechanisms in

particular systems, but much work remains in identifying

the patterns in which we are likely to encounter these

mechanisms.
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